


 Decoders are programmed by changing the value 
of Configuration Variables (CVs) within the 
decoder
 CVs are Memory Locations programmed with Specific 

Values that Determine the Characteristic of the Decoder

 Changing the „value‟ of a CV changes how the 
decoder operates and the effect on the engine
 Each CV controls a Function or Multiple Functions within 

the Decoder 

 Example is CV1 which determines the decoder short address 
or CVs 17 & 18 which determine the decoders long address. 

 Some Decoders Contain over a 100 CVs



 Most important change is to the address
 Default decoder address is 3. If value isn‟t changed then 

several decoders may respond to commands for address 3.

 Change the top speed.
 Most DC engines have a top speed of +150 MPH at full 

throttle
 Limits the usable range of the throttle.

 Same issue holds true of DCC
 Decoder equipped engines can be programmed to a top speed 

at full throttle

 Speed Matching
 No two engines, even from the same manufacturer. run at 

the same speed for a given throttle setting

 Decoder can be programmed to exactly match two engines



Full Range
Top Speed = 150 MPH

Usable 
Throttle 
Range for 
road 
engines.



Full Range
Decoders can be 
programmed to 
change the 
maximum voltage 
applied to the 
motor at full 
throttle setting 
which reduces top 
speed.



 Decoders can be programmed by using several 
methods

 Two most common are using  a throttle (such as a 
DT400 or a DT402) to modify a CV or using JMRI.

 Use of a throttle requires a lot of button pushing, 
looking up what CVs to change and what values to 
put into the CV.

 JMRI allows user to modify CVs using various pages 
and menu selections within the program.



 Computer
 Any type of computer with an operating system (XP, Vista, 

Widows 7, etc) will work. JMRI will also work with MAC
 Needs to have USB capability

 DCC Command Station
 DCS 100, DCS 200, DCS 50, DCS-51

 DB-150 will work BUT it will not read back from the decoder. NOT 
RECOMMENDED

 Power Supply for Command Station
 Throttles (DT400, DT402)

 Will be needed for speed matching

 USB Loco Buffer from RR Circuits
 Interfaces computer to Command Station
 Note: Digitrax sells a PR3 interface however the Loco Buffer from 

RR Circuits is the recommended device.

 Loop of track with a known length



 JAVA

 JMRI uses JAVA for its operating system. JAVA is free 
and can be downloaded from www.JAVA.com

 JMRI Program

 JMRI is also free and is available from 
http//jmri.sourceforge.net. (Google JMRI)

 Site also has a downloadable manual.

 Program that comes with the Loco Buffer

http://www.java.com/


 DC Throttle

 Verify that the engine is working well before 
installing a decoder.

 Switch Panel

 Easily switch from the RUN outputs to/from the 
PROG outputs of the Command Station
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 Start Decoder Pro

 Locomotive on Programming Track

 Click on “Service Mode Programmer” 



 Dialog Box Appears

 Click on “Read Type 
from Decoder” button

 Multiple Decoders 
may be highlighted

 Select the one 
installed in the loco



 Click on “Open 
Programmer” button



 The Roster Entry page 
appears

 [Optional]

 Fill in the page

 Data will be kept in 
locomotive roster on 
this computer

 Click on the “Basic” 
Tab



 The basic decoder CV page 
appears with default values

 Click the “Read Full Page” 
button to read all the current 
values

 Set address parameters
 Loco address
 2 or 4 digit address
 Normal direction of travel, 

e.g., 2nd loco in an A-A set.
 Click the “Write changes “ 

button
 Watch the loco headlight 

flash as CVs are written



 Click on the “Basic 
Speed Control” tab

 Time the loco over a 
measured distance at 
top speed

 Compute speed in scale 
MPH

 Select desired top speed
 Divide desired top 

speed by measured top 
speed and adjust Max 
Volts slide to that 
proportion of its range



 Adjust Start Volts if loco needs 
more voltage to start moving.

 Adjust Mid volts to midway 
between Min and Max volts

 Click on “Write Changes” 
button

 Time the loco over a measured 
distance at top speed

 Compute speed in scale MPH
 Adjust sliders to get closer to 

desired top speed
 Repeat these steps until you are 

satisfied with the loco‟s speed.



 Repeat the entire process to match other locos 
to this locos top speed

 Good practice: Establish a reference loco for a 
given type and match all locos to the reference 
loco.


